
Repository #1 - You Have Been Watching:

David Pocknee - Parameters IX: The Obscure Moon Lighting An Obscure World  Flip a coin to decide if you will flip the coin again.

@textscoreaday - #14 : Take a kiwi fruit. Cut off the top. Eat out the inside with a spoon. Place an egg inside. Replace the top. This is a 
“kiwi coat”.

@textscoreaday - #296: Exhale forcefully and move your fingers up and down extremely fast (musical instrument optional).

@textscoreaday - #86: Balance the entire contents of a tube of toothpaste on the flat side of a butter knife.

@textscoreaday - #250: Mvt I: All Combinations. 
           Mvt II: All Permutations. 

Mvt III ("Triadophilia"): Everything in groups of three.

Ken Friedman – White Tooth Workshop Brush your teeth using a different toothbrush for each tooth.  

@textscoreaday - #365: A perfect or imperfect cadence.

@textscoreaday - #209: A performer's photo is taken every 5 seconds. Between photos, the performer must run around the camera, 
returning to the same pose.

@textscoreaday - #231 (for The Longpigs): Love like you've never been burnt
Work like you don't need the money
Dance like there's nobody watching

David Pocknee – Drop It

@textscoreaday - #316: An ensemble dunk their heads in a bowl of water, then flour, then lie on their backs making machine-gun noises 
with their mouths.

@textscoreaday - #160: Leave them wanting more.



Parameters IX: 
The Obscure Moon Lighting An Obscure World  

Flip a coin to decide if you will flip the coin again.



@textscoreaday

#296: Exhale forcefully and move your fingers up 
and down extremely fast (musical instrument 

optional).



@textscoreaday

#250:
Mvt I: All Combinations. 
Mvt II: All Permutations. 
Mvt III ("Triadophilia"): Everything in groups of three.



@textscoreaday

#365: A perfect or imperfect cadence.



@textscoreaday

#231 (for The Longpigs): 
Love like you've never been burnt
Work like you don't need the money
Dance like there's nobody watching



@textscoreaday

#316: An ensemble dunk their heads in a bowl of 
water, then flour, then lie on their backs making 

machine-gun noises with their mouths.


